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Abstract

The W7-AS island divertor enables quasi steady state operation with NBI at very high density
(HDH-mode), including regimes with stable partial detachment. Stable partial detachment is
restricted to configurations with relatively large boundary magnetic islands and characterized
by strong radiation from the x-point regions (radiated power fractions up to 90%), and
moderate core recycling. With small islands the behaviour is more limiter-like. Above a
critical density the discharges switch abruptly from attached, stable HDH regimes to unstable
complete detachment with strongly reduced stored energy, drastically increased core recycling
and radiation (often by MARFE formation), and subsequent collapse. The neutral dynamics as
well as the energy and particle deposition on the targets in attached discharges show strong
top/bottom asymmetries which invert with B-field reversal thus indicating plasma drift
effects.

1. Introduction

The development of adequate divertor solutions for plasma exhaust is a major issue for
present and next step larger stellarators. However, in contrast to the extensive experience
gained with divertors in tokamaks over the last decade, related research on stellarators is at
the very beginning. An option is to utilize the flux diversion by inherent or externally induced
magnetic islands at the edge in so-called island divertors. W7-AS has been equipped with
such an island divertor in order to perform first proof-of-principle experiments in view of
near-future applications in the larger W7-X stellarator now under construction [1]. W7-X will
be equipped with a similar island divertor, and the detailed study of the reactor potential of
this concept will be one of the major goals of this device. General advances with respect to
the core plasma performance (improved density control, reduced core radiation, access to the
HDH-mode) associated with the divertor installation in W7-AS have been reported elsewhere
[2-5]. This paper gives an overview of the edge and divertor plasma phenomenology in
dependence on the scrape-off layer (SOL) topology and upstream plasma parameters.

2. Divertor geometry and SOL topology

W7-AS  (R = 2 m, a  ≤ 0.16 m, B ≤ 2.5 T) is a modular low-shear stellarator with five
magnetic field periods and non-planar coils. Per period, the plasma shape varies from a
standing ellipse to a triangle and back to an ellipse. Depending on the adjustable rotational
transform, the plasma is bounded either by smooth flux surfaces or by a separatrix formed
from naturally occurring magnetic islands at values of the edge rotational transform ιa = 5/m
(m = 8, 9,10...). The island size and internal rotational transform can be varied by auxiliary
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coils controlling the B5,m perturbation field magnitude. The divertor is optimized for ιa = 5/9,
but works as well for ιa = 5/8 or 5/10. It consists of five identical (top-bottom) module pairs
arranged at the elliptical cross sections, Fig. 1. Each module is composed of a 3D shaped,
inertially cooled target (CFC) intersecting the islands, and of baffles (isotropic graphite).
About 60% of the target tiles are instrumented with thermocouples; two opposite (top and
bottom) modules are equipped with target-integrated, flush-mounted Langmuir probe arrays
(for positions see Fig. 3) as well as with imaging spectrometers, cameras and thermographic
systems.

The SOL topology in W7-AS is  as in general in stellarators  inherently three-
dimensional (3D) due to the non-axisymmetry of the configuration. The minimum separation
∆x between x-points and targets in W7-AS (see Fig. 1a) is typically < 5 cm (tokamaks:
~20˚cm); field line pitch angles Θ = ∆x/Lc governing the flux diversion inside the islands are

Fig. 1: a) Elliptical plasma cross section with island divertor modules. Such modules are installed at the top
and bottom of each of the five elliptical planes. The toroidal length of each module is about 0.7 m. ∆x
denotes the minimum separation between x-points and targets. b) Photograph of a bottom divertor module.
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Fig. 2: Accessible range (shaded) of averaged
field line connection lengths <Lc> from targets
(watershed, see Fig. 3) to upstream, and minimum
separations ∆x beween x-points and targets (see
Fig. 1a) for ιa = 5/9 and varied central rotational
transform ιo and auxiliary coil currents Icc. SDC
indicates the standard divertor configuration, for
which most data were obtained. Increasing ιo

shifts the islands to inside and reduces the islands
radial width. Icc is technically limited to 3.5 kA.
Larger ∆x values can - at the expense of the core
plasma cross section - only be obtained by
reducing the field strength Bt.
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of the order of 0.001 which is much smaller than respective values in tokamak divertors. Field
line connection lengths Lc from upstream to targets are comparable with typical values in
tokamaks. Figure 2 shows the accessible <Lc> and ∆x ranges for a fixed ιa = 5/9 and varied
central rotational transforms ιo and auxialiary coil currents Icc (vacuum field). Lc values were
obtained by following field lines from downstream (deposition peak position at the watershed,
see Fig. 3) until they reach upstream SOL positions at certain distances ∆r from the LCFS.
<Lc> was then obtained by averaging Lc values for ∆r = 2 - 5 mm. <Lc> and ∆x can be
independently varied within the shaded range. Main toroidal flux directions are indicated in
Fig. 3 which shows a toroidal cross section of a bottom target together with respective
minimum x-point distances as well as tile numbers for orientation. The target position closest
to the x-point (watershed) separates fluxes originating from the upstream high-field side from
those coming from the low-field side.

In particular the small field line pitch angles and distances core-targets imply that
cross-field transport within the SOL as well as associated losses of parallel momentum [6]
play a non-negligible role, and that unsufficient screening of recycling neutrals could be a
critical issue. These characteristics led to the expectation that favourable divertor scenarios
˚in particular with stable detachment  will require sufficiently large islands (not too small
values for Θ  and ∆x), and core plasma regimes with relatively high upstream density. A
further, self-evident pre-condition is that impurity accumulation can be avoided.

3. Divertor plasma regimes

The latter two pre-conditions mentioned above are fulfilled in NBI-heated discharges
in the HDH regime. They can be quasi stationary maintained, do not show any impurity
accumulation, and allow to establish very high edge densities. The condition first mentioned
 sufficiently high values for Θ and ∆x  can be fulfilled to a certain degree by means of
the auxiliary coils, but implies restrictions to the existence range of specific edge regimes in
the configurational space (see more below). A main result is, in additition to the achievement
of the HDH-mode, that stable detachment scenarios with strong edge radiation, reduced target
load, and negligible degradation of the stored energy could be established. The following
describes typical features of these regimes at first in the so-called standard divertor
configuration (SDC, see Fig. 3), gives an overview of the existence range in the
configurational space together with a discussion of certain stability limiting properties, and
then shows some results indicating a non-negligible role of plasma drifts. All data shown
were obtained from NBI heated discharges in hydrogen. Discharges in deuterium (Do→D+

injection) show slightly different threshold densities for the onset of detachment but behave
basically similar [4].
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Fig. 3: Toroidal cross section of
a bottom target,  respective x-
point positions, and tile numbers
for orientation. The watershed
separates fluxes coming from the
upstream high field side (left)
from those from the low field side
(right). Tiles 5 and 13 are
equipped with flush-mounted
probe arrays.
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3.1 Edge and divertor plasma parameters, detachment

Typical edge plasma parameters for NBI discharges (SDC, absorbed NBI power
PNBI

abs = 1.4 MW) are shown in Fig. 4. The figure displays upstream electron temperatures Tes

and densities nes (from Thomson scattering and Li-beam, respectively) together with
respective downstream peak values Ted and ned (from Langmuir probes) as functions of the
line-averaged density ne . All discharges with ne  > 1.8 1020 m-3 were quasi-stationary (HDH
regime); the pulse lengths were only limited by the NBI performance to about 1.5 s. The data
were obtained shot by shot. At ne  ∼ 2.5 1020m-3, the upstream parameters start to decrease
with increasing ne , Tes due to increasing radiation from inside the separatrix and decreasing
net power flux across the separatrix, and nes probably due to more inward shifted refueling
sources. Concomitant with this, the ned values show rollover without any indication for a
preceeding high-recycling regime. At ne  ≥ 2.9 1020m-3, ion saturation currents measured by
the probe array  at tile 13 (not shown) drop to nearly zero, and Ted decreases to about 5 eV or
less indicating stable detachment. 2D resolving measurements of Hα/Hγ intensity ratios < 30
even indicate Ted < 1.5 eV (volume recombination) at certain parts of the detached region [7].
The threshold line-averaged density for the onset of detachment increases with heating power:
ne

thr = 2.3 1020 m-3 at 0.7 MW, 2.9 1020 m-3 at 1.4 MW, and 3.5 1020 m-3 at 2,5 MW absorbed
NBI power. A typical feature is, however, that Ted locally (tile 5 in Fig. 4) stays above 10 eV
even at highest densities which means that detachment is only partial. From respective
thermographic- and Hα-patterns is inferred that detachment typically extends from target tiles
7 - 17, and permanent attachment along a strike line from tiles 1 - 6. It has to be noted that the
small Tes values shown in the figure, which were obtained at the inboard side of a triangular
cross section, seem to be inconsistent with this result. A reliable explanation by code results is
given more below.

Typical distributions of the
surface temperature Ts at a target
(from thermography) are shown in
Fig. 5a. For the attached state, the
figure displays up to three strike lines

which more or less (see also section 4) reflect the island structures. At partial detachment the
strike lines vanish except the outer line at tiles 1 - 6. Figure 5b displays corresponding peak
thermal loads on tiles 3 and 12 as functions of ne . Differences to previously published lower
values (e. g. [4]) are due to the improved spatial resolution of the thermographic camera used
for this analysis.
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Fig. 4: Electron temperatures Te s  and
densities nes at the upstream separatrix
position (from Thomson scattering and Li-
beam, respectively) as well as downstream
peak values Te d  and ned (from Langmuir
probe arrays) as functions of the line-
averaged density ne . SDC, absorbed NBI
power PNBI

abs=1.4 MW. Discharges with
ne > 1.8 1020 m-3 were quasi-stationary
(HDH regime). The data were obtained shot
by shot.
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Fig. 6: Neutral pressures p measured in the
upper (p top) and lower (pbott) divertor
subvolumes and at two positions near the main
chamber wall (ptorus). ne was ramped from below
to above the threshold value for partial
detachment. SDC, PNBI

abs = 1.4 MW.

With the onset of partial detachment the neutral pressure in the top sub-divertor
chambers typically increases to about 3 10-3 mbar, whereas that in the bottom chambers even
slightly decreases, Fig. 6. Tests with activated Ti-gettering yielded that the compression
within the top chambers is sufficient for efficient active pumping at these conditions. The
external gas feed required to keep the plasma density constant had to be doubled. The
top/bottom asymmetry inverts with B-field reversal (for further asymmetries see section 3.4).
The neutral pressure near the main chamber wall remains, however, rather high (∼ 10-4 mbar),
which underlines that the improvement of baffling is a key issue in this type of island
divertor.

Both specific features, the
absence of high-recycling regimes as
well as the partial character of stable
detachment in W7-AS, have been well
reproduced by simulations with the 3D
edge transport code EMC3-EIRENE
[8,˚9]. The first one is explained by
additional losses of parallel momentum

due to cross-field particle transport in this geometry, which become   different from
momentum losses by charge exchange neutrals  effective already at Te >10 eV. Permanent
local attachment at tiles 1 - 6 is related to a higher upstream temperature  Tes at the outboard
side of the elliptic plane (inside-outside asymmetry), which is connected via field lines to this
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Fig. 5: a) Distributions of the target surface temperature Ts (from thermograpy) for attached and
partially detached scenarios, SDC, PNBI

abs = 1.4 MW. b) Peak values of the thermal load on tiles 3 and 12
(top target) as functions of the line-averaged density ne .The grey shaded range indicates partial
detachment. Error bars are estimated.
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specific target region. Although there is no direct experimental evidence (lack of Tes

diagnostics at adequate positions), local attachment  clearly verified by the downstream
diagnostics  mandatorily requires the assumption of a hotter plasma at the corresponding
upstream position.

3.2 Plasma radiation  

Radiated power fractions fr = P r/PNBI
abs (with Pr being the total radiated power)

increase with density and reach up to about 90% in detached discharges, Fig. 7. At densities
below the threshold density for the HDH regime, the radiation mainly originates from higher
ionization states of iron, oxygen and chlorine, is centre-peaked, and increases  consistent
with long impurity confinement times [2-5]  with time even at constant ne . Data points in
this range represent average values. In the HDH-regime including partial detachment, the
radiation originates from lower ionization states of carbon and oxygen, emanates always from
the edge, and becomes quasi-stationary. At detachment, the radiation shell shifts towards the
separatrix and becomes poloidally asymmetric. The corresponding profile shown in Fig. 7b
represents a poloidal average because details of the structure could not be sufficiently
resolved by the two-camera bolometer system.

More local information on the radiation is given in the following Figs. 8 and 9.
Figure˚8 displays the distribution of the line-integrated CII radiation level relative to the target
position for a discharge with ne  ramped up from a lower plateau to a higher level. During the
ramp the peak intensity lifts off from the target  giving evidence for detachment  and
moves to a vertical position which corresponds to the localization of the x-point near the
inboard baffle. The localization of the radiation sources along the poloidal circumference of

Fig. 7: Plasma radiation from bolometry (triangular plane, SDC). a) Radiated power fractions fr versus
the line-averaged density ne for three different values of the heating power PNBI

abs. Solid symbols indicate
partially detached discharges. Thick vertical bars indicate threshold densities for the transition from
normal confinement (NC) to the HDH-mode. b) Radial profiles of the radiated power density, PNBI

abs =1.4
MW. Temporal evolution for a NC discharge (thin dotted lines) at constant ne  ∼ 1.7 1020 m-3, and profiles
from quasi steady-state HDH discharges (thick lines) at ne  = 2.4 1020 m-3 (attached) and 3.2 1020 m-3

(detached). The separatrix position is at an effective minor radius of reff ∼ 12 cm.

a)
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the plasma cross section can be inferred from Fig. 9 which shows images of the CII line
radiation obtained by a camera viewing through the plasma onto a bottom taget. From the
positions and curvatures of the discrete lines observed in discharges with stable partial
detachment (Fig. 9c) is concluded via field line tracing that the origin of the radiation is more
or less homogeneously distributed along the x-point regions [10]. This feature was
qualitatively reproduced by EMC3-EIRENE simulations [11].

3.3 Existence range and stability of detachmen

As expected, the existence of stable detachment regimes is found to be restricted to magnetic
field configurations with sufficiently large field line pitch angle Θ inside the islands and
separations ∆x between x-points and targets, Fig. 10. A specific feature of this configurational
range (hatched in the figure) is that the target regions with low tile numbers are  as in the
standard configuration (SDC)  connected via field lines with relatively short Lc to the power
carrying, probably hotter part of the upstream SOL at the outboard side of the elliptic plasma
cross sections. Consequently, stable detachment is found to be always partial as described
above for the SDC. Configurations left from the hatched range do not show this feature.

Fig. 8: Viewing angle of an imaging spectrometer and contours of the CII line radiation intensity.
SDC, PNBI

abs = 1.4 MW. Between 0.42 and 0.6 s the line-averaged density ne  was ramped up from 2.3
to 3.1 1020 m-3.

Fig. 9: a) Camera view through the plasma onto a bottom target and x-point positions (dots). b) Image
of the CII  radiation from a partially detached  discharge [11]. PNBI

abs = 1.4 MW. The discrete lines of
peak intensities correspond to the camera projection of the x-point positions (from field line tracing)
indicated by numbers in Fig. a).
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Fig. 11: EMC3-EIRENE code calculations of the
core recycling fluxes Γrec

core normalized to the
recycling fluxes ΓNBI from NBI as functions of
the upstream density nes. Black and grey symbols
indicate discharges in the standard divertor
configuration (SDC) and in a configuration with
the same Lc but reduced ∆x ∼1.6 cm, respectively.
PSOL indicates the power entering the SOL.

Respective discharges switch   above a critical density density   immediately from
attached, stable HDH regimes to unstable complete detachment with strongly reduced stored
energy (radiation induced density limit [12]). The low-Z impurity radiation front jumps from
near the targets via the x-point to inside the separatrix where then often a MARFE-like
toroidal radiation belt with strong plasma condensation is formed [13]. The further evolution
of the discharges then becomes rather uncontrolled before ending up in a collapse. During the
degraded phase the radiation belt often occurs more or less periodically (Fig. 10b). In cases
where the density can be decreased during this phase, the attached, stable state can be
recovered.

Simulations of recycling fluxes by
the EMC3-EIRENE code indicate a big
difference between discharges in
configurations with small and large values
of Θ and ∆x [14], Fig. 11. The first case is
characterized by a much stronger increase
of the core recycling (stronger neutral
penetration) with increasing density than the

second one (low neutral penetration). The reduced contribution of core recycling in these
latter configurations with larger Θ and ∆x could at least partially be due to the observed
permanent local attachment at low-number target tiles and the associated stronger recycling
sources within the SOL. The code results indicate that the stabilization of detachment in

Fig. 10: a) Accessible range of stable detachment (hatched) in the configurational space, edge rotational
transform ιa = 5/9.  b) Examples for discharges with density ramps leading to stable detachment (black) or
unstability (grey).  Respective configuration parameters are indicated by black and grey dots in Fig.˚a).
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geometries with large Θ  and ∆x is caused by sufficiently low core recycling, a stronger
contribution of parallel energy transport inside the islands, and to the partial character of
detachment (permanent local attachment). Otherwise the situation is more limiter-like.

3.4 Asymmetries, drift effects

The deposition of energy and particles on the targets as well as the neutral dynamics show
significant top/bottom asymmetries which depend on the B-field direction. Target tile
calorimetric measurements (by thermocouples) in NBI discharges (SDC, PNBI

abs = 1.4 MW,
ne  = 1 - 3 1020 m-3) yielded ratios of Wtop/Wbot ∼ 1.2 (with Wtop and Wbot being the total

energies deposited on all top and bottom targets,
respectively) at negative, but ∼ 1.9 at positive B-
field direction. This indicates a misalignment of
the targets relative to the plasma, but points also
clearly at plasma drift effects. Further indication
for such effects is given by details of the
deposition profiles on the targets [15]. Figure 12
compares e. g. poloidal profiles of the ion
saturation current measured by the probe arrays
at target tiles 5 and 13 (top an bottom) in NBI-
heated discharges at negative and positive B-
field directions. The figure shows peaks at
positions (B, D at tiles 13) which  according to
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Fig. 12: a) Cross section of a divertor module and intersections of the island separatrix with the target
(letters A-D). b) Ion saturation current poloidal profiles measured by probe arrays at target tiles 5 and 13
(top and bottom) in NBI discharges (SDC, PNBI

abs = 1.4 MW) at negative (B-) and positive (B+) magnetic
field directions. Letters B, C, D and respective vertical lines at the top indicate island fan poloidal positions
according to Fig. a). Thin lines indicate positions which should be mutually shadowed by other target
modules. Gray shaded areas and arrows serve to elucidate the top/bottom asymmetry which inverts with B-
field reversal.
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field line diffusion simulations  should be mutually shadowed by other target modules, and
a top/bottom asymmetry of the profiles which nearly completely inverts with B-field reversal.
The impact of drifts is further verified by results from measurements of the neutral pressure in
the divertor region shown in Fig. 6. As already mentioned, the top/bottom asymmetry of the
neutral compression in the divrtor sub-volumes inverts also with B-field reversal.

  Whether ExB- or Bx∇B-drifts are responsible for these effects is not yet clear.
However, first simulations by the EMC3-EIRENE code including ExB-drifts  with the E-
field being derived from the sheath potential and the electron parallel pressure balance 
could well reproduce the partial aspect of the occurence of strike lines at geometrically
shadowed target positions [16]. Asymmetries could not yet be treated because the present
state of the code presumes full stellarator symmetry.

4. Summary and conclusions

With the installation of the island divertor in W7-AS the operational range has been
substantially extended. The divertor enables quasi steady state operation with NBI at very
high density (HDH-mode), including regimes with stable detachment from the divertor
targets. The threshold density for the transition to detachment increases with heating power.
Below this density, no high-recycling regimes were observed. This is ascribed to enhanced
losses of parallel momentum due to cross-field particle transport in this specific geometry.
Stable detachment is always spatially partial. At a small target region, which is connected via
field lines to the (probably hotter) SOL region at the low-field side of the elliptic plasma cross
sections, the plasma stays attached even at highest densities. The thermal load on this region
is, nevertheless, also reduced compared with low-density, attached scenarios. In the detached
region, which extends over most of the target area, volume recombination (Ted < 1.5 eV) is
observed. Concomitant with the occurrence of volume recombination, the neutral pressure in
the divertor sub-volume is strongly increased, but shows a top/bottom asymmetry which
inverts with B-field reversal. The penetration of recycling neutrals into the core is moderate
(code result). The plasma radiation mainly originates from lower ionization states of carbon
and oxygen, emanates always from the edge, and reaches up to about 90% of the absorbed
NBI power. With the transition to partial detachment, the CII radiation lifts off from near the
target and becomes stabilized along the x-point regions. These regimes with stable partial
detachment are restricted to magnetic field configurations with sufficiently large field line
pitch Θ inside the islands and minimum separations ∆x beween x-points and targets (large
islands). Otherwise the discharges switch, above a critical density, abruptly from attached,
stable HDH regimes to unstable complete detachment with strongly reduced stored energy,
drastically increased core recycling and radiation (often by MARFE formation), and
subsequent collapse. In cases were the density can be decreased during the degraded phase,
the attached, stable state can be recovered. The stabilization of detachment in geometries with
large Θ  and ∆x is ascribed to sufficiently low core recycling, a stronger contribution of
parallel energy transport inside the islands, and to the partial character of detachment
(permanent local attachment). Otherwise the situation is more limiter-like.

In addition to the neutral dynamics, the deposition profiles of energy and particles on
the targets show strong top/bottom asymmetries wich invert with B-field reversal, thus
indicating first-order effects of plasma drifts. This complicates any adjustment of the targets
in order to achieve acceptable, sufficiently homogeneous load distributions, and it is a
challenge for the edge code development. The interpretation of data as well as predictions
aimed at the optimization of divertors have to selfconsistently include these effects.
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